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2 from Dave Langford, Boundary Hall, 
2 Tadley, Basingstoke, Hants RG26 6QD

I found the convention in Manchester 
very interesting but a little surprising. 
There were many interesting Science-Fic
tion events such as the B.S.F.A. annual 
general meeting, but few of the attend
ees seemed to take them seriously. In 
fact some people seemed to spend all 
their time in the bar, and I think it 
would be a good idea if this were closed 
during programme items at future con
ventions. To continue my complaints, the 
Guest of Honour did not speak about Sci
ence Fiction as I expected, but instead 
read some odd experimental literature 
which was very disappointing. And Mr, 
Robert Shaw’s scientific talk was com
pletely spoilt by antisocial people 
who laughed at his proposals.

On the other hand..„
The mighty engines surge with power 

...the fabric of space is rent ruthless
ly asunder...and Fred---C-registration,
M.O.T (Failed)---is whistling up the M6.
Really whistlings on either side, lace
like perforations sing in the wind and 
shed confusing clouds of rust into the 
eyes of pursuing police. We overtake an 
aeroplane which is being towed at 60mph. 
(it has no wings.) Surrealism is already 
setting in.

In the MANCCN car-park (easy to find 
because I’ve been there before-—a fri
end lived in Owens Park for a whole year 
-- think of that before succombing to 
self-pity for three days of the place) 
a student ghoulishly dismisses the poss
ibility of any car sitting there unsca
thed for a weekend. "Even Fred?" I quav
er. Yes, they even nick cars like Fred. 
Good grief.

So Hazel and I stagger under eight 
tons of luggage and. food, plus uncoun
ted vital bits of Fred. Registering, I 
receive a colour-coded security badge 
(blue for b&b). Charles Partington in
sists on checking meal tickets, and sn
atches away the lunch and dinner chits 
which they gave me in error. Hazel’s 
badge is white ("not staying at Owens 
Park"), but almost of its own accord the 
white bit falls off to reveal a red FULL 
BOAR© badge. There’s efficiency.

I’m halfway up this vast tower of tiny 
cells, huge and forbidding. It frightens 
Peter Roberts too; "I came into the 

grounds and it loomed at me,"
It is 1pm; we’ve missed the morning 

spectacle of the programme failing to 
occur. After the dark Gestapoesque tone 
in the ultimate progress report, it’s a 
relief to find the concom as engagingly 
incompetent as any other—-nay, more 
so.

Discontinuity; I talk to people all 
afternoon (even listen to a few); can’t 
remember a word of it. Lucky you. On 
every side loom T-shirts advertising 
Chris Priest, worn for an undisclosed 
fee by his admirers. "I am a Heo" 
badges are available from the thought
ful committee (whose efficiency varies 
inversely with the importance of the 
matter at hand) and naturally most Rat
fans eport these. Graham Poole’s sweat
er bristles nauseously with con badges 
of yesteryear. I am labelled, simply, 
DRILKJISs two-thirds of fandom ask me 
what this means, and hoarsely I tell 
them. No need, therefore-, to repeat it 
here.

---And a slightly premature party
time. The Nottingham group are brooding 
over an unbelievable amount of booze, 
and there I somehow stay, firmly fast
ened to a bottle of White Horse. Rat
fans come, fill glasses, go. Andrew 
Stephenson holds forth to various yo
ung ladies. More whisky; Gerald Bishop 
materialises (rather than the more con
ventional pink elephants) and, ever on 
the alert for something to put down, 
confides that the makers of White Horse 
are the biggest producers of acetone in 
Europe.-- Ah, but I IJBgg. acetone.

The leader of the Notts group looks 
horribly like a diminutive Kev Smith; 
tactfully I ignore this. Later, Ames 
spills the beans and blights the poor 
man’s life.

The night and the whisky dwindle to
gether. Roused from stupor by an urgent 
whisper, I hear---aargh! what dread news
is this?—I have been ripped off. In a 
Cheltenham groupzine? Edited by Graham 
Poole? Ffer superb Null-A trained mind 
goes feverishly into overdrive, and the 
solution strikes me like a ton of wet 
cement: It’s time for bed.

Discontinuity...And the cold light 
of early afternoon.



Hazel solicitously provides paraceta
mol and biscuits, which boost me to the 
beer drinking threshold and thence to 
normality. Graham Poole, when found, 
produces a copy of something called SPA
CES, which does indeed contain my SFINX 9 
story, as by "Ian Trent". Mutter, mutter. 
Graham is aggrieved also, that he should 
have been deluded? "He wanted to run it 
under the pseudonym Dave Langford at fi
rst, but I found there was a real Dave 
Langford... " (Thanks, Graham.) Rumour 
whispers that a certain Cheltenham Poly 
attendee is the villain, a gentleman cal
led Timothy Apps, or as he was dubbed in 
Oxford... "Was it Timothy Titwillow-Pse
ud?" I ask quickly.

"That sounds like him. A tall fellow 
-- egotistical---generally weird---"

"That sounds like him."
But now the rampant reviewers at 

the front of the con-hall become loudly 
opinionated about books, and we shut up.

(Wheels within wheels and all that? 
"Ian Trent" is the pseudonym used by 
yet another person.)

In the bar---"Who will rid me of this
turbulent Titwillow?" I cry, still feel
ing slightly sick. Dermot Dobson and Mike 
"Mad Bomber" Skelding close in, evil gle
ams in their eyes. ’Huff said, boss." 
They vanish. I have been in the dock with 
this pair before...wonder what Manchester 
cells are like?

The programme continues sporadically. 
Bob Silverberg reads the closing sections 
of Dying Inside and Son of Mian, very im
pressive, very good. (Or was that on Sun
day? Er, timeless,these cons.) Top bill
ing as usual to Bob Shaw-- biggest audi
ence and laughs of the con-- he looks a
bit crowded out, actually, with half the 
committee sitting by him in the hope that 
some glory may reflect their way.

Creeping out for fresh air during the 
Silverberg reading, I find Dave Rowe giv
ing small children piggybacks and whirl
ing them playfully around. ("I’m sure 
Johnny’s arms were shorter than that be
fore...") My just-another-big-kid thoughts 
die at the sight of his beard, which now 
looks harassed and irritable. Expressive 
beasts, these beards.

Horrifying shock of meeting people. 
Brian "The best part of DRILKJIS was the 
last page" Parker really is small and 
blonde, though he doesn’t write that way. 
Another failure for the Langford Theory 
of Appearance Revealed In Style... Greg

Pickersgill writes clean-shaven.... /2/
Pat Charnock, writing, gives me the 
strong impression that she wears no glass
es. The Theory has just one success? Le
roy Kettle writes like someone who looks 
like Leroy Kettle. Somehow.

A microfiche reader passes by, closely 
followed by George Hay. Before he goes, 
he claims to have nearly sold it to Terry 
Jeeves. There is no truth in the rumour 
that George is behind a con bid which 
failed owing to all the literature being 
in microfiche.

Keith Obom accosts me with a plan for 
Rollerball in the nearby stadium. "We can 
use bicycles," he suggests. Fool. Then 
Brian Burgess staggers by with a card
board box containing-- no, you’re wrong
-- books. "At midnight," I fantasise, 
"there will be a mysterious flash and the 
books will turn into pork pies. ---And
who knows what BB will become?"

"A mysterious flash, of course."
It’s a disconnected afternoon. (Oh, 

you noticed?) At the bar, waving an adv
ance copy of Andromeda-- "Don’t bother
with the stories, look at the editorial 
bits"---Peter Weston holds forth upon
the writing of sf. Punchy first lines are 
essential. In support of this he quotes 
in quick succession every Heinlein and 
Bester opening? with a hoarse cry I flee, 
unable to recall the first line of anyth
ing I’ve written myself.

Hazel, with Peter Roberts, is apparen
tly forming Obscure Language Fandom---
Peter seems almost animated as he descr
ibes the peculiar beauty of Mongolian 
script.

A burst of charm strikes me and I step 
back. It is Rob Holdstock, swaying and 
flashing erratic smiles into the surroun
ding gloom. "Science fiction," he says, 
"is just a hobby with me now. I am a wri
ter of historical fiction. Historical 
fiction about this luscious barbarian nun 
with long blonde hair and enormous tits 
and a sword of steel, who carves her way 
from bed to bed through a sea of blood." 
Tears fill my eyes as he mentions the 
money involved.

Next, Lisa Conesa and Bryn Fortey, who 
are slumped over a huge mound of fanzines. 
"Gimme, gimme," I shriek, asserting my 
rights as a WAHF. Bryn sorts through the 
pile. "This is your great famish init
iation-- " he picks out an addressed env
elope——"you are about to receive Pete 
Weston’s copy of Zimri."



■At intervals we eat, Soiuettmee »+ ■‘-.'ho 
"Canadian Charcoal Pit" (Cess Pit to the 
locals) across the road, where cries of 
"Skewer me kebabs!" resound? more often 
in the Owens Park tower. At secretive 
gatherings Coral Clarke’s Guinness-cake 
is scoffed, with Liese Hoare’s toasted 
sandwaiches and my exotic tea. The com
mittee do indeed provide tea, coffee, 
sugars this is such a surprise that I 
slip a few scurvy coppers into their 
begging bowl.

Meanwhile, with intending
picnickers seduced away to the Charcoal 
Pit, innumerable plastic bags of prov
isions rot peacefully away in the car 
park.

I give Gray Book a TWLL-DDU. He does 
not give me a CYNIC; all his spare copies 
are at home. "Oh, Dave Langford," he 
sayss "I’ve seen your name in fanzines." 
Why, how nice, someone has noticed me. 
Borrowing Martin Hoare’s C, I find a 
vehement attack on my K2 article ("pre
tentious twaddle"). Yeah, he’s seen my 
name.

Greg Pickersgill recommends ZARDOZ, 
which is annoying since it’s now half 
over. Suddenly, the proximity detector 
registers less than three people in ear
shot, so my automatic reflexes offer 
drinks. Greg has a drink. Simone Walsh 
explains that she would have bought her 
own, but can’t afford it, and can’t acc
ept one from me because she doesn’t know 
me. I make conquests like this all the 
time. Seeking beer, I discover hordes of 
barmen and girls (easily outnumbering 
the putative drinkers); all but two of 
these are chatting together or standing 
with backs turned on the obviously con
temptible customers.

Some are bom rats; some achieve rat- 
tishness; the rest have Ratfandom thrust 
on them, "Help, I am totally surrounded 
by Rats," The horde is suddenly about mo, 
with friendly urgings to seek parties. 
"FUN!" says Leroy. "We are going to wreak 
FUN!" Up, then, through the labyrinths of 
the Tower, with people mysteriously app
earing from and disappearing into lifts, 
stairwells and trapdoors. Somehow I re
discover the Oxford party, and Vernon 
Brown’s retsina, an excellent infusion 
of pitch-pine chips in surgical spirit. 
All around lie dire bottles, full of 
things made in dark places by Brian Ham
ptons one sip and you nervously peer into 
the bottle, expecting to find some ana-

eyeoimeii. A half-eaten /?/
sausage droops obscenely on a 
beer-can. There is a bottle called Span
ish Fly, actually the second word is dry 
but I only discover this later. This is 
the eighth floor. Reality keeps slipping 
gears and depositing me further downs I 
finish the retsina at the Gannet party, 
where everyone is packed into a weird 
masts and Peter Weston shrieks inaudibly 
at whosoever comes too close to his dark 
doings.,. ("Sorry I told you to fuck 
off," he says to everyone next day. So 
that’s what it was.)

"Hello," says Hazel, appearing sudde
nly. "I’m going to bed," she explains, 
vanishing again. I suppose I must be 
talking still, for a spherical American 
tells me I am "horrifying articulate". 
Trying to refute this, I find myself 
saying "I repudiate your unjustifiable 
generalisation" or something similar.

(This Langford normally speaks fasts 
when half-incapable he can’t think quick
ly enough to keep up, and must conden
sate by choosing words that take longer 
to say.)

III Flo Russell’s oasis of calm, yet 
further down, there is food and reviving 
bottles of Scotch. Thank you, Flo.

Further down, down, down into confus
ion. Memory returns sometime after 5ams 
long conversation with Malcolm Edwards 
on the second floor amid a riot of fal
len bodies. As I depart, a nasty grey 
light is oozing up the sky. The lift 
won’t go up; it contains Martin Easter
brook who takes it dovn (look, a double
entendre, this makes me a real fanwriter) 
...under his insidious control, the lift 
does yo-yo impressions for some minutes. 
Eventually he goes and—the MEN WITH BIG 
STICKS burst in. One seedy store-detect
ive type, one octogenarian security gu
ard in a peaked cap. The latter would 
make a great team with one of the Webb 
"dogs".

"You’ve been up and down twice," they 
snarl. "You lot go on like this and this 
lift will be bust like the other one and 
then where’ll you be?"

"On the stairs," I suggest. The rubber 
hose strikes---once-- twice—-finally
they release me with a reprimand, To bed, 
to bed, there’s knocking at the liver...

(Discontinuity.)
Now this is ridiculous, Something must 

have happened on Sunday mornings memory 
insists otherwise. I only recall great



shouts of feigned, astonishment (subtly 
mingled, with relief) as the Star Trek 
Bloopers fail as usual to appear., Timo
thy Titwillow is about; apparently un
injured, he lives, moves, has his being 
-- though my judgment is impaired since 
I myself do not score too highly on any 
of these counts. He is doing something 
with the microphones; later it turns out 
that rather than mix with hoi polloi he 
is using a radio-mike which transmits the 
programme to his room. Good grief.

Dermot looks less murderous now, and 
in response to my frantic queries 
("Look, you’re not going to injure Tit
willow much, are you?") contents himself 
by inviting people to jump from the bal
cony into his glass of squash: "Don’t 
worry, it’s a soft drink." The Authors’ 
Panel grinds on amusingly, pontifically, 
inconsequentially. Again and again there 
rises the eldritch wail of ratting loud
speakers. Harry Harrison keeps falling 
over. Michael Coney says not a word. Ian 
Watson suggests that sf is now obsolete, 
since man has now advanced scientific
ally to the point where there is nothing 
to speculate upon. The audience boggles.

I have my periodic paranoid twitches. 
There is a rumour that someone was arr
ested on Saturday night for hurling ex
plosive tilings from windows. I ask Dave 
Row about this: "All, the Swedes?" he 
says. On Sunday evening police pour into 
the bar and interrogate the staff. It 
would have been nice had they come to 
investigate the metric beer-taps, which 
give half-litres instead of pints...But 
presumably this is just a routine call 
for protection money-- the service does
not improve.

The banquet, says Martin Hoare., was 
very boring. Thanks, Martin; pass me an
other bunch of sour grapes, there’s a 
good fellow...

Greg Pickersgill, Don West and others 
now form the Astral Leauge (sic). "HANDS 
ACROSS THE GALAXIES! ONLY 50p! Know the 
mysteries of the universe through BOAKISM 
the secret art of seeing only one side 
of everything." The manic persistence 
with which a glased Don West demands 5Qp 
is amazingly similar to Andy Nimmo trying 
to sell ESA (whatever that is) membersh
ips for a mere Would have been a bet
ter spoof if Don were to give up after a 
few hours, actually, but he seems immer
sed in his role (among other tilings).

The maddened crowd surges up to the 

con-hall. Yawn. It is, once again. /4/ 
Exhibitionism Time, and the comm
ittee have forgotten to give Harry Harr
ison his bromide.

Coral once again varies the disposit
ion of holes in her undrapery, failing 
to look particularly epicene as "Gold 
the Person", and receives her inevitable 
prize. Hundreds of Sheffielders go as 
vegetables inspired by Bob Shaw (it’s a 
noble sight, Bob inspiring vegetables). 
Q: Why is one important veg. missing? 
A: A marrow escape. .. .Brian Burgess 
gives us another chance to admire his 
guts. Vernon Brown, as a grandfather 
clock with Mbreau<*manufactured attend
ants, wins. Can’t think of anyone who 
doesn’t win, actually. Pleasant-looking 
but ill-coordinated dancing girls follow. 
Then Jan Pinder removes his socks with 
slow significant motions and, clad in 
USAF surplus underwear, leads a horde of 
Sabine Women against Pete Presford. Dis
gusting scenes ensue.

(Later on, we take pity on Jan’s unc
lean self-image, and try to feed him in
to one of the showers. Didn’t know Jan 
could run so fast.)

THE MAN WHO HELL TO EARTH! H’m. Dim 
picture—-lousy soundtrack-- and a pre
tty dull film withal. After three (wide
ly separated) reels, we give up.

In the bar it transpires that Timothy 
Titwillow has been tracked to his room 
(labelled MANCQN STUDIO 1: DO NOT DISTURB 
and adorned with a complete stereo out
fit to ward off ennui) and "remonstrated 
with". TT apparently said "I didn’t do 
it but Graham Poole’s reputation is far 
more valuable than mine and I will admit 
it if necessary to save him." Wow.

(l no longer have any sympathy with 
Titwillow. He’s also changed the story 
round and deflated half the jokes. But. M 
I’m too spineless to take proper action, 
ie throwing him from' the top of the tow
er. I decide to write a LoC to Graham 
Poole and simply Expose him... )

The Oxford party is going again, as 
though it had never stopped. Lifts full 
of Ratfans surge endlessly up and down. 
.Suddenly one stops and Pickersgill, Hold
stock, Peyton etc. fall out. All but Rob 
burst into hysterical laughter. Rob has 
just said something incredibly vile abo
ut Chairman Presford. Mrs Presford was 
in the lift. When Rob realises this, he 
bangs his head monotonously against var
ious unyielding objects.

Don West is looking for booze. I offer 



him a hottie of undrinkable Scotsmac. He 
takes it away, returning to pinch a litre 
of wine. His designs on a third, bottle 
are rudely frustrated by Liese, who Says 
Things to him. He does not return.

Water-filled balloons fly from the 
windows. Explosions sound outside. Mike 
Skelding gives me some nice high-class 
whisky and reveals that he has consult
ed Graham Poole about little Timothy. 
Sinking feeling. Mike’s voice is like 
snapping woods "It is out of your hands, 
Dave. He has lied to Me. It is no longer 
a time for meaningful dialogue, it is a 
time for applying boot-polish to his 
goolies," I clutch convulsively at the 
whisky-bottle, and sidle away. Meanwh
ile, Dermot is warned by Timothy that 
he'd better watch out: Timothy has fri
ends.

In the same lift as Brian Burgess 
(who has been caught by a water-balloon 
and is seeking the culprits), I discover 
the eighteenth, the ultimate floor, where 
Rats and Gannets are indiscriminately 
sprawled. Corridor windows are sealed 
from the 11th floor up, to stem the urge 
to suicide induced by these surroundings; 
thus it is fearfully hot and redolent 
with the rising effluvium of famish do
ings below. In the centre, a spiral sta
ircase leads up to a locked door. Climb
ing it, Peter Roberts maintains, is an 
existential experience without which no 
party is complete,

Rob Jackson hovers voluminously, glo
ating over his acquisition of the Bob 
Shaw speech for MAYA, Leroy Kettle denies 
that he is writing a con-report, or in
deed that he lias ever written one. It's 
too hot, I try to flee——but one lift is 
locked open, up here at the top, and the 
other won't cone. Brian Burgess is tra
pped; I run athletically down ten flights 
of stairs and suffer a mild heart-attack.

Mike, now drinking my whisky, is plu
ming his next trial. He claims not to 
have been tried by a jury of his peers: 
"Six out of twelve couldn't even read 
the oath right!" Since he anticipates a 
hangover, I reveal ms'" secret pick-me-up, 
copious whisky-and-dry-ginger.

He shudders. "But it's so noisy..." 
(Discontinuity.)
As I estivate, herds of ever-watch

ful security men roam the corridors. 
Caught in the very act of spreading his 
sleeping-bag on the tenth floor, Ian Rob
inson is taken in charge and---despite

his fevered claim to be President /5/ 
of the Oxford group-- -ceremoniously
thrown out. A later attempt (6am) to es
tablish himself in the car park is foil
ed by a whole carload of such officials: 
"Ah., you're the fellow we found on the 
tenth floor. What can we do for you, 
sir?"

Ian decides abruptly that Monday's 
programme is not worth it. "W-where's 
the bus station?"

They tell him. He leaves.
---And I'm up for breakfast, all three 

breakfasts which I’ve paid for, in fact. 
Only manage to get 2§-, but wotthehell. 
Nothing remains but boring items; time 
to fade away to the book room--

---where after an hour I’m tapped on 
the shoulder. It is Mike. "We’ve been 
and gone and done it!"

"Timothy...?"
"Yes." He brandishes the boot-polish 

and the stiff brush. I cringe.
...Later, Timothy is loading a car. 

He walks a trifle stiffly, I fancy. But 
he’s already telling cronies that this 
rumour of his being blackballed is a 
foul lie.

(Must restrain the gang next time. 
They want to make it a tradition and do 
it at every con. H’m.)

The con is running down. People fade 
mysteriously away. At the auction I ac
quire several pounds of fanzines and 
WeltschmerZo also a joke about John Bros
nan ranking auctionable statements. This 
I discard. The final (or possibly pen
ultimate) film "Mighty Joe Young" is 
rather good, all about this HUGE gor
illa who goes into showbiz and runs amok 
when cruelly persecuted---later, on the
run from the fuzz, he comes upon this 
burning orphanage and. ..but I mustn't 
spoil it for you.

In the evening we drive to York, where 
Hazel discovers a book of 826 tongues and 
dialects. Eat your hearts out, obscure 
language fans. I myself do homage at the 
birthplace of Guy Fawkes (1570): Young's 
Hotel in High Petergate. Mike will be 
pleased.
**************

People I forgot to mention...a very 
quiet Walt Willis (could the harp be out 
of tune?); Pat White, Jim's daughter, 
first lady member of the Persons of Ave
rage Height (no-one under six feet need 
apply); Andrea Lucas, who lives at



Boundary Hall and I never knew it? Alan 
and Elke "Tell all your friends about 
the BSFA Yearbook" Stewart? Hoy Tackett 
-- didn’t actually meet him but it 
wouldn't do to miss out the TAFF rep, 
would it Peter?? Howie Rosenblum, who 
said something quite witty which I for
get? Keith "You’ve been ripped off" Plun
kett, rightful owner of the Ian Trent 
pseudonym? and Adrian Smith, who wasn’t 
at Mane on but heroically put up with me 
and Hazel for the rest of the week.
**************

So much for Maneon. It’s Monday, Jrd 
of May, as I type this bit...duplicating 
time is on Friday (thanks in advance to 
Keith Freeman for that) so I shan’t be 
able to distribute this at the Tun, while 
if I wait for the next Tun in June I’ll 
probably have become disenchanted with 
TWLL-DDU and burnt the lot. Moreover, it 
is so soon since TD1—-which I xeroxed 
on the weekend after the last Tun in 
April—that damn-all response has filt
ered through. I shall now gloat over the 
few letters that did make it.
GEORGE HAY:

"TV/ILL-DDU.,. I thought really hit the 
bell, even though, in general, I am not 
all that keen on personalzines. It pro
mpts me to the thought that perhaps all 
zines, including the ’heavies’, should 
be entirely one-man efforts. The appar
ency of variety could always be conveyed 
by multiple pseudonyms."
** D. Fanglord comments: Actually TWLL- 

DDU is written the other way round. 
The con report was by Ian Trent pre
tending to be Bava Langford...all we 
underlings are forced to write under 
that hated name...

"Why is Twill Ddu called Twill Du? I me
an, my copy of Aleister Crowley’s auto
biography tells me that the words refer 
to the Devil’s Kitchen-- a hellish rock
formation in Wales——but,.?" 
** Twll Ddu = Black Hole (very sf, no?).

You see where the Devil’s Kitchen fits 
in... Pronunciation, by the way, is 
too (as in took) hl (as in Lian...) 
thee (as in my country ’tis of).

CHRIS MORGAH:
"You almost certainly won't see me 

until the second half of May at least... 
I shall be conchologing in the Sea of 
Zan j. (0’est shells que j’aime.)... 
The ultimate in sick said-bookisms 

recently emerged from the depths of my /6/ 
twisted mind: *I’m dying inside,' he me
tastasised. ”
** Come on, Chris, get to the point-- -
"TWLL-DDU was also most enjoyable." 
** Thanks. Ho, don’t spoil it by adding 
any qualifications. Bye-bye...

And that’s the pile to date. Well, a 
mention from Diana Reed—again thanks---
and an even more pointless crossword 
from Dai Price, which will no doubt be 
printed somewhere, sometime, for the 
torment of my readers. Modesty forbids 
that I print the postcard from Peter 
Weston which starts "Bloody marvellous 
story, mate!"-- oops, forget I said that.
Anyway, it's only a matter of time before 
he discovers who really wrote it,..

I'll leave the yawning space below, 
just in case anything arrives in the 
next two days.
**************

Tuesday. And who should write but 
DAVE ROWE:

"I enjoyed TWLL-DDU 1, altho* some of 
the bits got a bit too bitty, a bitff It 

tended to jump, without warning, from one 
subject to another, and at times some of 
the phrases were slightly vague..."
** The con report this time is again a 

series of indistinct leaps. Sorry.
"So we’ve experienced Mancon. I actually 
enjoyed myself, but then again I didn’t 
bother much with programme, and what 
makes the con for me personally is the 
people there. Ian Maule has been a little 
too quick in writing off Universities as 
Con accommodation. If there had been a 
wash basin in every room (+ running water 
of course)...

"Blasted nancy boy fen of today, my 
ghod! What would all those damn sissies 
have done in Home Spermalie, a whole we
ekend I spent there you know, up to here 
in cold water, mosquitoes and no showers 
damnit, no showers, nude bathing perhaps, 
but no showers. Ha! Tell that to the yo
ung of today and they laugh in your face." 
** O.P had more facilities than the Ox
ford lodgings I enjoyed for years. When 
we’re priced out of hotels, what next? 
SQUATCOH in an empty office block...NCP- 
CON (a car-park)...Checkpoint mentions 
an incipient THINTCON... I suspect that 
Owens Park hasn’t seen the last of us. 
::the end comes::minus four and counting 
::three::two::one::we have let-down...::



In the small hours of Friday morning, 
eerie winds whistle through Boundary 
Hall„.«

"Urrrararghh!" The door bursts open.
"Yes, fanzine, what is it? I have put 

you to bed and tucked you up, will you 
not lie down?”

"No. o .master, Not yet. I cannot enjoy 
the pleasures of the bed until I am,., 
whole.”

At the Tun, you see, the greatest news 
of the decade broke about my ears. Help
less before the lavish bribes and threats, 
I must set down this (ear-splitting too
tle of trumpets): Rob Holdstock Has Mov
ed! Alarums, hautboys, sackbuts and 
shawms. And not only he—- 
ROB HOLDSTOCK, Flat 4, Sele House, North

Road, Hertford, Herts. (Tel.50457) 
ALLAN SCOTT, 109a Northwestern Avenue,

Watford, Herts.
---and to dwindling fanfares, as from 
the end of May—-
DAVS LANGFORD: 22 Northumberland Avenue, 

Reading, Berks., RG2 7PW
It was a good Tun that evening, despite 

the heat, which caused a convection-cur
rent of people staggering out into the 
night and plunging grimly in again. Der
mot was setting up a Big Deal with Gerry 
Webb, involving the manufacture of ex
orbitantly priced Flashing Message Pen
dants (as worn by Jim White..,advt).

Coral’s muted exuberance contrasted 
with her grand entrance last time: reel
ing in with a cry of "Two glasses of wine 
and I’m anyone’s," she became communal 
to the extent of about two bottles’ worth 
before being assisted upstairs.

Hazel: "I want to keep snails. If I 
can’t have children I shall have snails." 
(Long pause.) "Let me rephrase that."

Rob: "Larry Niven would have these 
two characters arguing about a problem, 
a^d eventually they decide the answer is 
p q plus.. .whatever. Now I have two 
characters screwing and afterwards one 
of them sits up and says ’The answer is 
p2q plus whatever!’"

"At the Tun you meet interesting peo
ple. " I was talking to one of the Oxford 
horde——now distinguished by OUSFG T- 
shirts as an alternative to the well- 
known sweater----when a gentleman at the
bar turned round. "Are you, er, science
fiction people?" Safety in numbers, I 
thought, and admitted it.

He explained that he’d heard about the 
Tun and come round, since he wrote sf.

(Oh.) And had sold sf (Oh...?), /?/
to Analog (Kill! Kill! Kill!).
A.t this point he bought a Sfinx, thus 
proving a Good Fellow. I cast my mind 
over recent Analogs. "Er, who...?"

"I’m Lord St Davids," he said almost 
apologetically. Recovering from my swoon, 
I recalled the story (in the High Court 
of Justice, Oct ’75) and offered some 
inane comments... Even in the Tun, one 
doesn’t espec t to meet a Viscount—"I 
came straight over from the House of ' 
Lords"---with four baronies and a baron
etcy withal---who claims direct descent
from Henry VIII, and is building a pir
ate castle by the Regent’s Park Canal... 
"The big mistake of the mediaeval pira
tes was that they never registered them
selves as charities."

I could forgive him all this if he 
couldn’t sell stories to Analog...

What could we do but give him a DRIL- 
KJIS? He ended up discussing Turkish hi
story with Hazel for two hours: "Obscure 
language fandom," she said later, "now 
has three members. And only I know it!" 
Meanwhile, look for the cachet upon fut- 
issues of DRILKJIS and Sfinx: Patronised 
by the Aristocracy.

DRILKJIS, by the way, is getting so 
scarce that I’ve made up some "sample 
copies" from overruns. Apologies to who
ever receives one of these emaciated 
tilings.. .here, have a TWLL-DDU to incre
ase your disappointment.

OUSFG are at it again on Saturday; 
Ursula Le Guin has been beguiled into 
attending their punt party. At the last 
such event, innumerable people fell in 
and the now-Treasurer bit Hazel in the 
leg. They’d better be careful; drowning 
or even biting Big Name Pros could get 
the UK a bad name.

FANZINES at/since Mancon... ZIMRI 8 
from Lisa Conesa, excellent; SPACES 1 
(no comment) & SPI 5 from Graham Poole, 
Spi is well written but untidy; DAISNAID 
1 from Don West, printed with a sooty po
tato, I laughed, I cried, I asked for 
more; ATROPOS 2 from Dave Cockfield, av
erage to good; CHECKPOINT 67,68 from Ian 
Maule, uninspiring; ONE-OFF 1 from David 
Bridges; CYNIC 9 at last, from Gray Boak 
—-excellent although A Certain Review by 
Linwood, made me (& Dave Rowe) mutter.

Thanks to all of you.
"There, nice fanzine, is that better?"
"Urrrgh...I have this blank page...” 
"And I have this blank mind. Goodnight. ”
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